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Overview 

As Trump is in the UK I have to remind you of US and UK markets and where we stand first and 
foremost. With his tariffs a policy they will use against not just China, but now Mexico and India too, 
we have to ask if there is a correction – what might it look like? 

 

Above all else this is what I presently have the most faith in – ie any correction will be short-lived 
and an opportunity to buy. The US Fed will cut rates as they know the President’s tariffs call for it.  
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Equities 

I just see so many companies to choose in UK and US markets with an Alpesh Patel 8 or 9 rating, 
based on our algorithms which analyse income, growth and value.  

 

 

Indices 

We will make an all-time high this year in US markets. For now, with war and tariff talk there is some 
profit taking. 
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Forex 

Some of my views I’ve shown with arrows. 
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And the biggest movers – those Cryptos you all thought were written-off.  

 

Women and Men – Who Are Better at Trading & Investing? 

So, I crowdsourced the answer to this perennial question. Who is better then (thanks Marcus Taylor) 
– this is what Marcus said:  

“A study conducted by the University of California of 35,000 brokerage accounts has shown that 
women make higher returns than men, on average by 1.5 %. It even goes so far to say that single 
women made 2.2 % more than their single male counterparts. 

· The National Association of Investors Corp in Maryland (USA) revealed in their study that all women 
investment clubs outperformed all male investment clubs by an average of 5 % per annum. The 
reason for that? Apparently, it is because women trade less often and do have less tolerance to risk 
than males. Catherine Eckel, Professor of Economics at Virginia Tech, also found that women’s risk 
tolerance in many different situations was lower compared to their male counterparts. Women 
usually enter trades only once their confidence level is high and this is the reason why they trade less 
frequently. 

Terrence Odean and Brad Barber studied 35,000 accounts at a large discount brokerage company 
from 1991 to 1997. In their study they also concluded that men trade 45 % more frequently than 
women, and this over-trading contributes per year to a 2.65 % reduction in net returns compared to 
1.76 % for women. 

According to an article on TrackRecord Asia, there are 5 reasons that explain why women are better 
traders. They are more meticulous, more disciplined, more diligent, they cope better with stress and 
their brains are designed for macro-thinking. 

In a further article Gary Belsky adds some more reasons: women are quicker to admit ignorance, they 
are more likely to ask for help and advice from others, they do more “homework”, they are better at 
specific goal-setting and (as mentioned previously) are more cautious about risk. 

Last, but not least, also the trading website Fintrader outlines 5 possible reasons: men hate to be 
wrong and have difficulty to admit any mistakes, women are less emotional (surprised?) and able to 
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cope better in a crisis, it’s easier for women to say “NO”, women read the manual and follow the 
rules and think more carefully and don’t jump in head first.” 
 

Personal Thoughts 

I was on Newsnight 

 

And took a break in Spain – cycling, sailing, swimming! 
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A day to celebrate. Over 10 years ago I launched the UK-India Business Angel Network in India with 
Prime Minister Brown. I was the founding co-Chair of it as Dealmaker for Dept for International 
Trade (UKTI back then) and Board Member of UK India Business Council (under the Chairmanship of 
Lord Bilimoria). 

UKIBAN's aim is to find, fund and bring to the UK outstanding Indian tech companies. Check 
out https://ukiban.envestry.com/ 

Today, it has 3.500 members who have invested over £100m into 200 high growth tech 
companies. #india #globalization #entrepreneurship 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 


